Ubergänge zwischen einem mit mäßiger K-Aufspaltung behafteten Niveau / = 6, K = 2, Zir = 144MHzh und einem fast entarteten Niveau 7 = 5, K -3, A W = 0,43 MHz-h When a temperature gradient is maintained along a Li rod, lattice markers move away from the cold end, and a mass transport visibly takes place in the opposite direction. The calculated SORET heat of transport is about +12 kcal/mole. The results suggest that diffuse transport in Li may take place by cooperative motion of atoms in relaxed vacancy regions.
The motion of inert lattice markers on the surface of cylindrical Li rods in a temperature gradient has been studied under a microscope. The metal samples were produced by pouring liquid Li under vacuum into a stainless steel mould. The markers were light transverse razor scratches. The gradient was achieved by passing AC through the rod while force-cooling its ends. One of the electrodes was "floating" to prevent straining the specimen. The apparatus and procedure were developments of an arrangement used earlier for electrotransport in In 1 . The main modifications were that a) temperature now could be measured (by fine thermocouples embedded in the specimen) at up to 5 points along the rod, b) a slight excess pressure of Ti-gettered argon was maintained in the cell.
The effect observed was rather spectacular in comparison with corresponding experiments (see, e.g., ref.
2 ) in other pure metals. An originally cylindrical 4 mm thick, 20 mm long Li specimen, kept at about 150 °C in the middle and about 100 °C at the ends, after 3 weeks had an hour-glass appearance, having contracted to some 3.5 mm diam. in the middle. The maximal marker velocity was about 20 microns a day. The deformation produced was found to be very nearly isotropic, implying 3 that the mass transport velocity was three times the observed (oppositely directed) marker velocity. HERRING correlation factor, R gas constant). In Table 1 , Q* has been calculated via eq.
(1) for a number of readings at varied temperatures for three different specimens. On account of experimental evidence 7 ' 8 in favor of vacancies as the dominant defect in sodium, the correlation factor has here been assumed to be / ^ 0.73, applying to simple vacancy diffusion in a b.c.c. lattice (see e.g., ref. 6 ). This assessment of / is probably only approximate (see below). Experimental values of D have been taken from ref. 9 . The mean value computed in Table 1 is Q* = 12.2 kcal/mole, with a standard deviation of 0.4 kcal/ mole. Thus Q* appears to be nearly as great as the activation energy of self-diffusion in Li, Qd = 13.49 kcal/mole 9 .
Applying theory 4 ' 5 to the most commonly discussed defect mechanisms, one finds that the physical meaning of Q* in the case of a simple vacancy mechanism is
where Emj are the activation energies of vacancy motion, resp. formation, and the suffix v refers to "vacancies". For an interstitial mechanism (index i), on the other hand, or for any mechanism dependent primarily on the energy at the original particle site rather than the formation energy of a defect outside the particle, 
<?i^£mi + £fi = <?D. (2 b)
For an interstitialcy the case would be roughly intermediate between cases (a) and (b). For a ZENERtype 10 ring-exchange no gradient-induced net atom transport should take place, and thus such a mechanism is excluded in the present case. The possibility of an interstitial mechanism, suggested by the similarity of the experimental Q* and values, is contradicted by experiments on sodium, which indicate that the formation of thermal defects increases the total volume 7 , and that the self-diffusion activation volume is distinctly positive 8 . The main defect in alkalis should therefore be a kind of a vacancy, i. e. a local density decrease. However, substituting experimental results into eq. (2 a) one finds that a simple vacancy mechanism is out of the question, unless Emy amounts to practically the entire self-diffusion activation energy, which is contradicted by experiments 7 .
It is conceivable that interstitials or interstitialcies may coexist with vacancies; if the former move very easily, they may give rise to the dominant transport mechanism, although vacancies are the dominant defect. The activation volume reasoning 8 , however, strongly implies that the presence of vacancies is essential for the transport mechanism.
In the open alkali structure the neighborhood of a vacancy is likely to be very relaxed. The vacancy may then be imagined as a region of several atoms, a "relaxion" 11 , sharing a distributed free volume. Such a region would exhibit certain liquid-like properties, and its atoms would be likely to move cooperatively (cf. ref. 5 ). Thus the displacement of an atom in the relaxed region would be connected with the packing of several atoms towards one side of the region, shifting the centre of the relaxion by less than an interatomic distance. An average diffusing atom would move by virtue of being a part of a relaxion, not because of being adjacent to a localized vacancy. This mechanism would yield Q* > the inequality accounting for the probability of the relaxation to be greatest at the center of the region, smallest at the outskirts. It would be useful, if the proper value of the correlation factor could be calculated for this mechanism and put into eq. (1). The assessment requires the knowledge of the effective amount of atoms cooperating in each displacement. Tentatively one can assume about 3 atoms (suggested i.a. by ref. I2 ) to partake in a kind of interstitialcy chain. An atom in the relaxed region may have a smaller than average coordination number; for the first and last atom of the chain the correlation would be likely to lie at 0.7 approximately, for the atom in between at nearly unity. Thus for the three-atom chain the average / would be about 0. 
